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KREG ACCU-CUT XL

€197,99 (excl. VAT)

Turn your circular saw into a cutting tool with rail guide to cut complete plywood panels like a pro.
Guarantee the success of all your projects by cutting straight, accurately and splinter-free with the Accu-

Cut™ XL guide for circular saws. Planing and cutting up to 2540 mm in plywood, MDF and other large
panels, precisely and in a controlled way. The Accu-Cut™ XL guides the circular saw along an extra-long
aluminium rail that stops the saw and produces straight cuts. The rail guide is very easy to use: mount

your saw on the universal carriage, align the Accu Cut™ XL along the cutting line and make the
outstanding cuts you dream of. The anti-slip strip prevents the wood from splintering or tearing off along
the entire cutting line. The same strips have an anti-slip surface that keeps the rail in place even without

clamps.

SKU: KRE-KMA3700
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Turn your circular saw into a cutting tool with rail guide to cut complete plywood panels like a pro. Guarantee
the success of all your projects by cutting straight, accurately and splinter-free with the Accu-Cut™ XL guide for

circular saws. Planing and cutting up to 2540 mm in plywood, MDF and other large panels, precisely and in a
controlled way. The Accu-Cut™ XL guides the circular saw along an extra-long aluminium rail that stops the saw
and produces straight cuts. The rail guide is very easy to use: mount your saw on the universal carriage, align

the Accu Cut™ XL along the cutting line and make the outstanding cuts you dream of. The anti-slip strip
prevents the wood from splintering or tearing off along the entire cutting line. The same strips have an anti-slip

surface that keeps the rail in place even without clamps.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Made of aluminium and shock-resistant polymer
Anti-splinter and anti-slip strips

Universal carriage for sawing with the blade on the left or right side
Starting block for aligning the saw at the beginning of the cut

Cutting length up to 2540 mm
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DESCRIPTION

Turn your circular saw into a cutting tool with rail guide to cut complete plywood panels like a pro. Guarantee
the success of all your projects by cutting straight, accurately and splinter-free with the Accu-Cut™ XL guide for

circular saws. Planing and cutting up to 2540 mm in plywood, MDF and other large panels, precisely and in a
controlled way. The Accu-Cut™ XL guides the circular saw along an extra-long aluminium rail that stops the saw
and produces straight cuts. The rail guide is very easy to use: mount your saw on the universal carriage, align

the Accu Cut™ XL along the cutting line and make the outstanding cuts you dream of. The anti-slip strip
prevents the wood from splintering or tearing off along the entire cutting line. The same strips have an anti-slip

surface that keeps the rail in place even without clamps.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.


